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CHAPTER I

EITRODUOTIOIT

The educational welfare of negro boys and girls is 
the primary interest of Negro administrators and toacbors. 
To them the academic failures among these boys and girls 
have been a serious and perplexing problem for many years. 
During the last decade, particularly during the years of 
the recent World War, the situation has become more 
acute, a situation which has been felt keenly by the 
faculty members of Dunbar Junior High School in Tucson.
A condition of maladjustment seems to exist, especially 
among pupils of the junior high-school level. Some of 
thorn do the best they can as circumstances permit. Others 
put on aats of "make believe." Still others deliberately 
refuse to try. Such attitudes as these are signs of im
pending failures. These pupils, because of failure, must 
spend from one to two more semesters in a grade they 
should have completed within one year. „

The shifting of the population of our country, 
eaused chiefly by unusual economic opportunity, M s  
caused an increase in school enrollment in the West, and
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thereby the school attendance of cany pupils of lower 
average intelligence,

This is true not alone in regard to the Hegro school 
population. It is a condition that exists in schools 
throughout the country wherevdr war industries have 
sprung up, and there are specific examples in Tucson and 
vicinity.

There is evidence in our schools of today that edu
cators have attempted to make adjustments to meet these 
adverse conditions. Much new curricular material has 
been developed* The curricula already offered have been 
reorganized and augmented. This movement is of great 
value* and mo doubt is being studied constantly by those 
in the field of curriculum construction. But there is 
still much that can be dome in adjusting the curricula to 
the needs of the child through the medium of selecting 
and adopting textbooks with content more adaptable to 
such immature minds. There are many textbooks used in 
the junior and senior high schools that could be simpli
fied further in content without impairing their educa
tional value, Whether or not a book has attractive 
illustrations, figures, diagrams, and maps has much to do 
with the awakening of the desire of adolescente to study 
it.

Schmidt says in this regard;
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The textbook in elementary history is a 
significant factor in determining whether or 
not the course will be interesting and profit
able to the pupils. Unusual care must, there
fore, be exercised in its selection. The class 
text must be well adjusted to the.capabilities 
of the pupils; the content must be topically 
organized so as to reveal the logic of events; 
the pages must be enlivened by simple maps that 
set forth a specific chain of facts, and by 
illustrations that supplement the verbal narra
tion; the language, though simple, must be 
vivid and capable of imparting a sense of 
reality,to the most dramatic incidents in the 
life of our people.1
Charters also points out along this same line the 

need of writing history books that are interesting to boys 
and girls. He-states:

Imodiate Interest. There is no such 
thing as immediate interest in history in the 
grades. If there wore, the pupils would read 
any historical story with interest. There are 
only certain kinds of facts in which they are 
interested.

Mediate Interest. Children are fond of 
adventure, of dramatic stories, and biography 
with action in it. To make history interesting 
to children, it has to feed these interests.
To make children like history, it has to be the 
kind they like. This is the case of the prob
lem of getting interest.

If I were a historian and wanted to write 
a text on American history which would make the 
children love the subject, I should make it 
one thousand pages long instead of three hun
dred, Instead of packing it with facts, I 
should select just a few great movements and 
events, and I should write all the interesting 
stories centering about them that X  could find.
Our histories are too small. For instance, an

rr~5'o'Hhl3t, 6.ci. gey
Branches, pp. 303-364
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elementary history In front of no-hag throe ' 
hundred and fifty pages. The children spend 
nine months of this, which is the rate of two 
pages a day. And all the material on these 
pages is packed and condensed till there is no 
fun left In it, The teacher who uses such a 
book should goo that there are at hand for out
side reading some other histories and, if 
possible, historical novels, which can be 
understood by the children; source books prepared 
especially for young students; and supplementary 
readers. To mako history interesting it must 
not be concentrated history. There must be 
plenty of interesting details. Condensed his
tory is like hard-tack. It is probably nour
ishing but hard to masticate.2
But condensed and uninteresting textbooks are not the 

only contributing factors to failures of pupils. In fact, 
it could not bo listed as a major contributing cauoo, in-

r ‘ '
portent as it is. Educators long have known that a much 
more potent reason lies behind poor understanding of ele
mentary and secondary-school subjects. For this reason 
many educational leaders have advanced various opinions 
and theories, and studies to test the validity of their 
beliefs have been carried on by thorn. The conclusion 
reached in most of the investigations is that, of all the 
tool subjects, reading is the one which can render the 
greatest aid in the study of other subjects. Uhl bears 
out this statement by saying:

Reading and literature courses ... aro not 
only very important in themselves, but also are

2." Charters, W.W. Teaching the Common Branches, pu. 2(f3-



basic for other courses, cany pupils in 
history and geography classes cannot distin
guish between the important and the unimportant 
statements in their books; this deficiency is 
due largely to poor reading ability and is 
overcome by appropriate training in silent 

'■ ■ reading *3 . 7 . ; -
MoCalllster begins a discussion of the reading dis

abilities in the upper grades and high school by saying:

mastery of reading are not difficult to 
identify in the upper grades and high school* 
Undoubtedly, every experienced teacher has en
countered a number of pupils
capped tremendously by ineffective reading 
habits* Because of reading deficiencies,
pupils labor under great difficulties in 
forming the study activities required, of SK.Unless special instruction in .reading is pro
vided for such pupils, the correction of their 
deficiencies is dependent upon their own 
efforts and on incidental instruction received 
in connection with other subjects such as , 
English, history, mathematics, and science,*
It seems most authorities are of the opinion that 

there are two methods most commonly used for the improve
ment of reading through instruction* According to Dolch/ 
I'cCallister, and Gray they are the remedial and the

jrmr~wx7
4* isccr*-UeCollister, Tastes H, ___

5. Doxifinnl#SsaSiS£'-p* 3'
6. KoOaliIstcr^ffinos 13, os, elt. 
7* Gray, Uilliaa S. "She language

Association and the 
Teachers, pp, 128-141.

a

;ional 
of Glam#-
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corrective methods*
By the remedial method, special reading aid is given 

to those \H\o arc show by the testing program to need 
help* The group composed of such children is segregated 
into a class and given training in general reading skills 
and techniques which they are expected to transfer to the 
various subjects as the need arises.

In using th@ corrective method those pupils Who arc 
show by standardized tests to be deficient in their 
reading ability are given special help in each subject by 
the teacher of the class in which they are enrolled*

The writer seeks in this study to determine the value 
and efficiency of the remedial method as an aid in the 
mastery of eighth-grade history.

The Problem
Statement of the Problem: The problem consisted of
- . . - . ■' • - ■ ■■ ' . .

the organization of an experimental group (1) to deter
mine the value of remedial instruction in reading as a 
factor, in the successful study of United States History 
in the @ i # m  grade of Dunbar Junior E i #  School, and (2) 
to show by means of supplementary history materials of a 
more elementary nature the educational advantage of more 
simplified textbook content for the eighth grade*

Methods Used: The following steps constituted the



methods used:
1. Determination of those pupils who should constitute 

the group of good readers and of those v/ho should 
, constitute the group of poor readers by means of a 
group of standardized tests, followed sis weeks

istered to the entire 8B class of Dunbar Junior 
High School.

2* Separation of those pupils who showed the greatest
deficiencies in reading from those who showed the 
greatest proficiencies in reading*

3* The more proficient group was to work from an outlined 
assignment on the blackboard, and was to receive no 
special help in reading and working out their as
signments*

4. The remedial group was to have twenty-five minutes of 
the fifty-minute period for supervised reading and 
study, or recitation, or both as conditions would 
permit*

5* Those having the greatest difficulty were to confer
with their history teacher during a remedial period 
set aside in the afternoon of eaoh school day*

6* The more proficient group was also allotted twenty-five 
minutes of the fifty-minute period for reading end 
study, or recitation, or both as conditions should
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permiti During the last half of the afternoon

credits were also to he had by this group*
7* The remedial group was to be issued remedial reading 

materials, also easier, wall-illustrated supple
mentary history materials dealing with the same 
history unit as that assigned.to the more profi
cient group;

3. After six weeks of group and individual remedial in
struction, the combined groups were to be given 
another history test the same in form, possible 
score, and approximate difficulty as the one pre
viously administered, covering the assignments for 
that six-weeks period*

Technique Used: The following technique was used in
selecting the non-reading section to make up the experi
mental groups
1* The Otis Quiek-Se or ins Mental Ability Test was admin

istered to the entire 88 class at the beginning of 
the school year*

2* The Iowa Silent Reading Test was taken by all members 
of the SB class at the beginning of the school

' year*
3* A teacher-constructed objective test was administered 

to the entire 8B class after six weeks of study.



4. On the "basis of these tests, the poor readers were 
' selected and segregated from t̂ he good readers.



B m B ?  OF RELATED STUDIES ; 

Soae Existing Studies

studies imrestieatins the results of remedial instruc
tion. In a brief survey of some of these, the author 
found that in a number of trays they differ from the 
present study; yet, v/lth some of them, this study has 
much in oomon,

Barry and Pratt carried on a remedial reading pro
gram in a Junior-senior high school in Milwaukee. The 
objective in this case was improvement of comprehension 
and rate. Standardised reading tests were used to mea
sure progress, and about ninety per cent of tho cases 
showed growth. However, in speaking of tho weakness of 
tho program, they mention the difficulty of ability to 
check whether the skills taught in remedial classes are 
transferred to content subjects*

Nuttervlllo and Bloom outline a program in which they 
state a philosophy of education In the introduction to

1. tiarry, LinacTand kratt, Marjorie. heading
Eich soh°o1-"
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their study. They say in part:
A philosophy of education in a democratic 
unity ... recognises that a hoy with an 

intelligence quotient of 90 and a reading-, 
grade equivalent of 7*5 has a place in the 
high school, but the high school cannot make

s s j g y g v s a i f t a s 1
Evidence of improv- resulting in fewer failures

among remedial pupils is given as a part of their find
ings. They concluded that the remedial program was not 
entirely responsible for this improvement*

Barnes reports on a study of speed of word recogni-
3 . ' "

tion measured in fractions of seconds. ' In his group were 
ninety elementary pupils, fifty of whom were oases of
difficult reading, and forty were without reading trouble* 
As a result he says there was a marked difference be
tween the distributions of the two groups. The median of 
the poor group fell at 0.145 second. The range of the 
distribution was from 1.000 second and slower to 0.01 
second and faster. Ten oases were rooheeked after periods 
of treatment for 6.3 months. They then showed an incre
ment in speed of word recognition of 0.49 second; and all 
showed improvement in school work. Eamea gives no account

2. Nuttorville, Catherine and bloom, Alton 54. "The Re-
ling Program in Butte High School." School

les, Thoms H. "A Studyof the Speed of Word 
Recognition." Journal of Educational Resear 
$1:181-:187, (



of the objective neasureaent of gains in school work*
Deal and Seamans in. an osperinont sot out to prove 

that remedial work can he done "by a regular English teach
er rather than by a reading expert* Their experiment
in remedial reading dealt with 109 eighth-year and ninety-' \ - ' - . " - . _ - - -
seven ninth-year pupils in Brookline, ilaasachusetts, who

X . * "
were seriously deficient in reading.skills. The group 
was divided into ten classes in order to bring them up 
to proper grade ibyels and at the same time develop the 
habit of extensive Voluntary reading, on the theory that 
ability to read intelligently is acquired only by con
stant reading of what onck likes* Entertaining short 
stories or selections were'adapted for their purpose*
The procedure was quite a drawn-out program, and all phases 
of the reading skills were touched upon* The Iowa Silent- 
Reading Tests were given both at the beginning and end of 
their experiment* ' ' \

The report of their findings shows the majority of
these pupils were placed in regular English classes the

, 1 ■
following term on the. assumption that they ho longer 
needed remedial work. Of 206 remedial cases, they report
only forty were still so classed the following September,

Deal, Ada B.. and Seamans, Mbert. "Group Eemedia 
in High School*» The English Journal: 
62, (May, 1937). : ■ : ■
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and all had shown decided improvement.
Witty and JCopel carried on a remedial experiment in 

a Chicago high school. In introducing their report, 
they had this to says

Large numbers of children enter high 
school with reading ability so low as to 
handicap materially (if not preclude success 
in) their work in most courses.
Standardised tests were used to determine which •

pupils were to be selected for the experiment, but no
objective measures of the results were taken at the close
of the experiment. Those authors state:

Among tho essential phases of reading 
which are not measured by tests and which are 
valued highly in our remedial program are:
1. Ability to organize reading content into 

comprehensive thought patterns. .. .
2. Capacity to grasp the relationship of now 

reading acquisitions to past experience.
3. The tendency to question, criticize, and 

evaluate;basic assumptions included in 
reading matter.

4# Ability to grasp and assimilate a rather 
long episode which calls for sustained 
attention and discrimination.

5* The propensity to reconstruct and extend 
experiences and meaning as,a result of 
purposeful happy activity.6

The results obtained in an interval of one semester
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were as follows: ■ ■ ' • ■ V  '1
1* Bore adequate classrooa reading* :
2* Increased anount of voluntary leisure reading.

ties.
4. Change of attitude reflected by trait rating scales 

and general behavior.
5* Interested, alert participation in school activities. 
6* A decrease in failures*

that half the class improved a grade or more, while two-
thirds improved a half grade or more in reading ochievc- 

7 . -
ment. Eowever, she feels that the results, of the stan
dardized tests are more suited to groups than to indi
viduals because the scores on two tests for a single pupil:. ' . ,  . ' " .

disagreed sufficiently to warrant such a conclusion.
Fitzgerald tells of an experiment in remedial read

ing conducted in an elementary school in Chicago. Stand-

close of the study. Eis experiment was confined only to

S* Fitzgerald, James A. "A Diagnostic and Remedial

Kat'°as 17!221'



a s, and the pupilsstates that the program was

classes*
Krug gives a report of a very successful experiment 

in remedial teaching of reading as an aid to understand
ing history— one that closely parallels the present study,

9but which was done on a much larger scale. The experi
ment was done in a YZinnetka, Illinois, high school to 
determine the effectiveness and practicability of setting 
up special remedial classes for the teaching of dis
ability cases in the social studies. The problem embraced 
the following component parts:
1. A ease study diagnosis of each member of the group to 

determine the factors involved in individual mal
adjustments.

2* An adaptation of the content in American history to 
the needs and abilities of the group.

3. The application of remedial measures to overcome par
ticular weaknesses in reading and study habits.

9* fCrug, E&wara A. "diagnostic and Remedial teaching
in American History." Educational Method: 14:380- 
367, (April, 1935) • -- ------ ---------
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The general remedial treatment of the group Involved

vocabulary. The results were measured objectively, show
ing a decided superiority over the control group. The 
mean gain of the experimental group was 11.73, while that 
of the control group was 9.40* As a result:
1. The experimental group’s honor points wore raised,

which gave evidence of new confidence in them
selves# ' . ■ -

2. Several members of the experimental group manifested
most gratifying changes in attitude towards the 
school situation.

In M s  summary and implications, Krug has this to
say:

Certain aspects of history and the other 
social studies are indispensable to any person 
who wishes to take his place as a functioning 
citizen in a democratic state. There is a need 
today for investigation to develop a body of 
content in the social studies suitable for . 
students of low cultural and intellectual status.*1"
Stone carried on an experiment in vocabulary study n

with seventh-grade pupils in an Arizona elementary school. 
The groups were equated and measured by means of stand
ardized achievement tests. Because of a doorcase in the

Krug. Mwarh a . op. oii.. p. 386*
11. Stone, Nunley H. The W f e o t  of Intensive Vocabulary 

Study on Average 4ohievemenC
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number of pupils xiho finished the experiment* * the statis
tical value of his findings was lessened; and the fact 
that there, was a difference between the number of . 
Mexican and non-Mexican pupils caused a decrease in the 
value of the measure. However* his findings indicate

sive vocabulary instruction than did the Mexican pupils#
Hester and Livingston give a brief but interesting

report on a remedial reading program carried on in grades
two to six, inclusive, throughout tho elementary schools

, 12
of Mount Lebanon, Pennsylvania. The pupils were first 
recommended to the remedial department on the basis of 
teaoher judgment. Failure, in classroom reading, or a 
poor quality of work in related subjects, was the basis 
on which such Judgment was cade, A complete check-up, 
including the child’s interests, background of experi
ence, mental status, and physical condition, was taken 
before a decision was reached regarding remedial instruc
tion, After a sympathetic understanding had been at
tained between the remedial teacher and the child, stand
ardized tests wore given.

12. Hester, Kathleen B. and Livingston, Floy B,
*The Remedial Reading Program in Mount Lebanon 
Public Schools,*. Elementary School Journal: 41$ 
277*»2S2, (December,
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Periodically the pupils wore tested individually. 
Much retesting was done when unusual progress or lack of 
progress was suspected. On this basis* child by child 
was dismissed from the remedial class or retained for 
further. instruction*

The claim for success of such a program is based on 
the building of proper attitudes on the part of both the 
children and their parents.

These studies give one a fairly good idea of how 
seriously the matter of both reading ability and subject 
content has been taken by educators in recent years. In 
the present study the writer attempted to conduct on 
eighth-grade class in experimental remedial reading of 
materials in history more elementary than the content of 
the history test used. The results of the remedial in
struction wore to be measured by the progress shown in 
history.



cea p^e h i n

IntolliKence: Ihe Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
. 1 

Test v/as given to twenty-throe oiehth-grade pupils*
During the first week of school there were twenty-five 
pupils enrolled in the eighth grade, but three had to 
leave the city before this test and, others were adminis
tered# This left only twenty-txro*

The writer realises that this was too snail a group 
from which to expect anything of great statistical value 
or reliability* However, he does feel strongly that two 
prime objectives were reached through this study: (1|
development in naiadjusted pupils of a desire to study 
history by increasing their reading ability; (2) develop
ment in them of a greater desire to read by encouraging
the reading of materials more attractive and better

. . .■■■. _ ' , .
suited to their abilities*

The mental ability test was given because of the 
help it would be in remedial work with the individual

Testa.
•sr-2
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pupil* This scorned to ho the desirable procedure* since
a reading tost also m o  to be given to the group.

Reading: The lov.-a. Silent Reading Tost was used to
measure the reading ability of the 8B class. The range
in total, standard scores obtained was from 109 to 181
(Table 1)# Table II shows that the group had a grade
range in reading of from 2.5 to 13.1$ and a reading-age
range of from 6 years, 10 months to 18 years, 2 months.
The median reading score of the group was 143 which, as
interpreted'by the table, is a reading.grade of 6.0 and
a median reading age of 11 years, 1 month*

History: A preliminary, teacher-constructed history
test was given in order to compare scores with a history
test of the same type which was to follow the experiment,
and to help determine further which pupils were to oon-
stitute the remedial group.

Status of the Glass in History: llear the beginning
of the second six weeks of the first semester of the
school year, a unit in history was given to the entire
class for study. The unit was purposely taught as nearly
as possible in the traditional way, From day to day a

3
certain number of pages in the text were assigned to

ii.A. and kelley, V.H. Iowa' 51 
Tests, Hew Edition.

Tannest, Charles G. and Smith, Henry 1. Socialized 
History of the United States.
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SABLE I
SCORES BY BACH IH SHE .EIGHTH GRADE ,

; Otis lorn T >
Mental Silent

Pupil Ability Reading History

Alexander, Henry 
Barrett, lean 
Bell, Robbie
Bolden

Green, Margaret 
Hodge, Clementine 
Hill, Quinsy 
Huff , -Mary - 
Kelley, 'Thomas 
Kendricks, Charle* 
Martin, Mary 
Mathis, Boris 
Reed, Martin 
Robinson, Mary 
Tumblin, Dorothy

Williams, L'ahalia 
Williams, Ora Lee
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TABLE II
COHPARISOH C? CHRONOLOGICAL, HEBTAL, AND BE’ADIIIG AGES OF ENTIRE EIGHTH GPjXDE TOE CHADS BQ.UHALBITS =

Pupil

Alexander, Henry 
Barrett, Jean 
Bell, Robbie 
Boldon, Eva.
Boyd, Verlyn 
Chappie, Edmond 
Brittle, Vivian 
Green, Margaret 
Hodge, Clementine 
Kill, Quinsy 
Huff, Mary 
Kelley,' Thoms 
Kendrick, Charles 
Martin, Mary 
Mathis, Doris 
Heed, Martin 
Robinson, Mary 
Tmblin, Dorothy 
Warrior, Harry 
Williams, Bessie 
Williams, Ifahalia 
Williams, Ora Lee
mairna ,

logical Heats

1
xH
102

I8

1
75

160

1
&

i
82

ii

ili
167.5 83.5 132.0
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read ana study. Guide questions from which the ‘pupils 
could study the "highlights" of the assignment were 
written on the blackboard. A few problems and projects 
wore assigned to some of the pupils at times, but study 
in general was confined mainly to textbook content.

Because of the small size of the group with which 
this experiment was to be conducted, the writer by authori
tative advice constructed the history tests concerned with 
this experiment. These tests were to determine the status 
of the class in history, both before and after the reme
dial period. Therefore, at the end of the six weeks, 
following review and discussion, a preliminary objective 
history test was constructed and given to the class by the 
writer. The test consisted of seventy-two questions based 
©a the unit the pupils had just completed. One point was 
allowed for each question answered correctly. The results 
of this test are shown in Table I. The test itself may be 
found in the Appendix.

Grouping
Segregation; On the basis of their intelligence 

scores, reading scores, and the scores from the preliminary 
history test, thirteen, or about sixty per cent, of the 
eighth grade were selected as the experimental group. These 
pupils were seated together in the classroom; and the nine
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better readers, v/ho were also the bettor history pupils, 
v/ere seated together. Because of the small size of the 
group, pairing v?as inadvisable.

The pupils in the experimental group responded ad
mirably to the situation. Each one of them seemed to be 
aware ..of his handicap, and welcomed the opportunity to 
rooeive special help. There was no resentment whatever 
on their part at being selected for a special type of lam 
struct ion which vms not required of tho whole class. The 
only question asked was, n17hy are we being separated from 
the rest of the boys and girls?* The writer proceeded to 
answer this question by stating his findings on their 
reading and history tests, which gave evidence that they 
needed special help in reading in order that they might 
road and understand history better. Luckily for the ' 
writer, none of them asked anything about the mental 
ability test which was given prior to both the reading and 
history tests. After the writer had finished his explana
tion, their curiosity was satisfied and there was nothing 
more said about it.

Diagnosis: A diagnosis of the reading difficulties
of the experimental group was disclosed by the scores made 
la the lovaa Silent Reading Test and in the preliminary 
history test. Since an examination of the profile charts,
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percentile scores, grade equivalentss age equivalents, 
and scores made in the reading test as v/ell as She scores 
made on the preliminary history test revealed so vividly 
the nature and extent of their reading deficiencies, no 
other test for diagnostic purposes was deemed necessary.

Table III shows that in all the major reading skills 
which the reading test measures, the class fell far below 
the eighth-grade medians as given by the authors.
Strangely enough, the beat scores were made in rate. The 
greatest deficiencies were in comprehension and sentence . 
meaning, both of which were nearly the same*

Beneath reading deficiencies generally there will be 
found a number of underlying causes. The conditions under 
which this study was made precluded any elaborate survey 
of the causes behind the reading difficulties of these 
pupils; nor was it necessary, if the author could have an 
individual conference with each child or his parents. By 
so doing, the writer thought some information bearing on 
each case could be obtained. In view of this hypothesis, 
the writer had a conference with each pupil, and with the 
parents when necessary or possible,

A general question. Why do you think you are retarded 
in reading?, was asked of each pupil. After each pupil 
had answered this question to the best of his ability, 
if there was some specific information the writer wished
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to have, other leading questions were asked. Such ques
tions as the following wore used: Do you suffer from your
eyes when you read? Have you been in school continuously 
since entering the first grade? If not, how long were 
you out of school during each school year and why? Where 
did you go to school before entering Dunbar School? How 
long was the school term of-the different schools you 
have attended? Hoy/ many different .schools have you at
tended? Where do you live? How is your home lighted?
Do you have to hold a book close to or far from your eyes 
when you read? et cetera.

Some of the information gained from those questions 
is as follows: Two pupils felt they bad defective eye
sight because after reading awhile the words became 
blurred. Two others had been fitted with glasses for de
fective eyes but seldom worp then because they did not 
like them. One had been in five different schools in the 
past tv/o years. Two had boon in school only for about six 
months during the time they were in the fourth and fifth, 
and fifth and sixth grades, respectively. Two were out 
of school for one year, one on account of illness and the 
other to work In the cotton fields with his parents.
Four had gone to rural schools in the South up to the 
fourth and sixth grades# One worked with his father at 
night; ct cetera.
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This Information, as brief as it is, helped the 
writer in his approach to the problem. The two girls who 
had glasses were persuaded to wear them if only when they 
read. One of the two other pupils with defective eye
sight bought glasses about two weeks after the experiment 
began, while the other never did. All of the above in
formation was kept on small.cards, one for each pupil, 
and was referred to during consultation or the remedial 
period.

Organization: The papers from both the reading test
and the history test were important to the writer, for on 
both of them depended organization and future guidance. 
The class met for a period of fifty minutes five times a 
week. As previously stated, twenty-five minutes of this 
period were devoted to the good readers, and twenty-five 
minutes to the poor readers or experimental group.

Because of the dual set-up which necessitated the 
division of the period between the two groups, the writer 
felt that the time allotted to the experimental group 
would bo too short to allow as much tine as was necessary 
for individual instruction. Therefore, a period in the 
afternoon also was used for individual help and consulta
tion.
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Criteria i In the study of history, the reader must 
approach those materials with attitudes suited to the 
particular purpose for which ho is reading them; he must 
select and adapt reading activities in accordance with the 
needs of the moment. He must employ various forms of 
thinking peculiar to the interpretation of historical 
information. Of course, it cannot he expected that im
mature pupils of the eighth grade will he aware of all 
the necessary adjustments which they make, nevertheless, 
for the pupil to make the most effective use of history 
material, he must ho guided into the most efficient methods 
of study of which he is capable• With this criteria in 
mind, the writer proceeded with this study.

Determining Types of Reading Activities and Diffi
culties : During the first week of this experiment, the
writer had further opportunity during class sessions to 
determine the types of reading activities employed by the 
pupils in studying history, to identify their reading 
difficulties, and to guide their reading activities, 

Teaching Technique: The teaching procedure was
divided into five steps;as followst
1, Pre-test to determine the pupils1 understanding of

assignment after previous study,
- • . " ' ’ ‘v

2, A brief sketch of the. unit.



4* Outline of vzhat m s  learned from the assignment*
5* Oral and written reports of the assignment.

Those stops, particularly the third, provided op- . 
pdrtimity for the pupils to use reading. For the assimi
lative step, the pupils were supplied with heotographod 
study helps designed to guide thorn in studying the unit. 
The study helps contained a statement of the minimum es
sentials and a list of references. (See Appendix for 
sample.)

The heetographed helps were used according to oral 
directions given by the ivriter. In addition to these 
helps, other materials such as directions concerning the 
preparation of written work either were hectographod or 
were written on the blackboard.

By analysing the classroom procedures, the hecto- 
graphed study helps, end the reading practices of the 
pupils, it was possible to determine to a greater degree 
the reading activities required for effective study. The 
analysis revealed that the -pupils must learn to:
1* Interpret the directions designed to guide their study 

activities*
2. Recognise and interpret the problem, about which the 

unit was organised.
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3# Locate reforonoo mterlal.
4. Interpret reference natorlal.
5* Associate reference materials with the problem of the 

unit.
6. Prepare and present a report.

One can see from this list of reading activities 
that the pupils had to make numerous adjustments in atti
tudes, purposes, and performances.

After analyzing the reading practices of the pupils 
and referring to their test scores in reading and history 
and making use of the personal data recorded on the cards, 
the writer was more able to put certain pupils into fewer 
but broader categories as follows: '
1. Twelve had improper methods of attack; lack of thorough 

reading.
2* Ten were not able to recognize relations as revealed 

by scores in comprehension, sentence meaning, and 
locating information.

3. All were deficient in vocabulary, as revealed by their
scores in word meaning.

4. Mine wore inaccurate in interpretation for the same
reasons given in numbers 2 and 3 above.

$. Twelve showed lack of clearness in understanding direc
tions for the reasons just given.



Individual Instruction: During the intervening
weeks of this experiment, the writer had an average of 
four pupil consultations per day in the afternoon of, each 
school day. It was during this time that the greatest 
amount of individual instruction was given, and the writer 
believes it was at this time that th# greatest amount of 
good was done. More time was given to each pupil, and at
better understanding was reached because his difficul
ties were attacked without haste.

True Comics: To cope with this situation, much easy
reading material based on the unit being studied had to 
be brought into play, and much individual help had to be 
given. One of the greatest aids towards motivating in
terest and enthusiasm in historical readings was a series 
of sixteen True Comics Magazines which presented both in 
story and picture form practically every phase of the 
unit studied. These magazines, because of their easy 
content, clarified many incidents which otherwise would
have taken much more time for the writer to have made

' • . ;v  • • - '

clear from textbook content alone. The name. True Comics.
does not Indicate t>c rroalth of invaluable materials, 
but possibly the magazine is so named to attract young 
people to it. In speaking of the educational value of 
True Comics. Kinneiaan has this to sav:

33



Students have generally welcomed a com
parative newcomer in the field: True Comics.
It was especially interesting to me because 
it is published by the Parents* Institute of 
flew York City, publishers of Parents* Magazine, 
in the hope that a magazine, similar to 
"trash" comics in appearance and construction, 
will prove an effective substitute for them.
Mj students favored it because it presents 
world history - both past and present - in an 
interesting way. The best part of it is that 
it*s all true - nothing fantastic about It, and 
even the characters are real - not imaginary.^
Mttlodale, who is the editor of Parentsy Magazine.

zines:
Parents* Magazine has come to the con- 

elusion that a suitable substitute for trashy 
comic magazines needs to be provided - a new 
magazine for ohildren patterned closely after 
the comics, a magazine that shall be very like 
yet very unlike the comic magazines as we now 
know them. ■ ib is a daring idea and perhaps a 
great idea - certainly a psychologically and 
educationally sound and universally interesting 
idea. Every page in this new comic maga
zine is filled with action and excitement. But 
the heroes Eire not impossible creatures. They 
are real. They have made and are making 
history, they have discovered continents, 
molded the lives of generations, created em
pires, fought battles that will never be for
gotten. They are men whom children should know 
and admire, with whose achievements they should 
be familiar* .**• It is believed that many 
schools will find this new magazine of the 
greatest help as supplementary reading for his
tory and sooial science courses* It should he 
an effective means of whetting children’s

4* Kinnsaan, Fleda Cootsper.
to the Youth of Today."
333, (1943)*

"The Comicsand l4heir ̂Appeal
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appetite for history,^
These comments defend the value of True Conics Haea- 

zine and enhance it as an instrument of teaching. More
over, such statements serve to eliminate any bias of the 
reader who may misconstrue the content of the magazine be
cause of the name it bears* Other sources of easy read
ing materials which need no such clarification, and which 
proved to be of great value in this study, are listed in 
this chapter under the heading Materials Used.

Test Reading: On each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
part of the period was devoted to test reading. For the 
first four weeks the stories read were of content below 
the eighth-grade level; but thereafter the tests were given 
on selections of increased difficulty* The last three 
tests given were on selections adapted in content and vo
cabulary of their own grade.

Each pupil kept M s  rate and comprehension score on 
a simple scoring sheet which was kept in his notebook. , 
They were told to strive to break their previous rate on 
each succeeding test, but at the same tine to read for 
comprehension* After the signal to begin was given, time 
was recorded on the blackboard ©very ten seconds until 
the selection was completed. Immediately after the pupils

5. XiPtieaalo, Clara Savage. "Whet to bo About the

s s ; u ) r nt3'HCEazlne; 16:26'27’93 •
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had recorded their rate score, a conprohenslon test xvas 
given. First the pupils answered the questions fron 
memory, then the story was re-read and the questions 
answered again. In this way a double check was made on 
ee#reh#a#i®a. ' ' " : •

For the first three weeks, progress In both rate and 
comprehension seemed very slow. The goal for reading 
rate was sot at 240 words per minute. Even at the end 
of six weeks, none of the pupils had reached this rate, 
but there were some who accomplished one hundred per cent 
comprehension. All in. all, satisfactory improvement seems 
to have been made in both, abilities.

Vocabulary Study: To help the pupils increase their
vocabularies and enable them to attain a clearer under
standing of the unit of study, the writer selected one 
hundred words for study. (See Appendix,} Five of these 
words were written on the blackboard every day. The 
writer underscored the hard spots of the words, then -pro
nounced them first by syllables then as a whole, after 
which the children pronounced them in unison. These words 
were written in their notebooks and kept for study. The 
meanings, along with sentences, were brought in tho next

Harry G. The Psychology of the Elementary
p. 19C  . .:... 'f
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\

day for discussion, Much, help in vocabulary and tzord

period#.■ :  ̂ . . . .  ; - ' . . '
Beaidos the v/ords the t^ritor gave the pupils to 

study, the pupils brought in for discussion and clarifi
cation other words they came across in their reading* To 
help in this procedure, each pupil was issued a diction
ary and encouraged to use glossaries and the large Webster's

in the school 11-

to help the pupils’increase the following abilities:
1. Ability to recognize and relate important details*
2* Ability to comprehend total content.
3* Ability to organise,
4. Ability to grasp the.central thought,
5* Ability to appreciate worthwhile reading. ,
6. Ability to locate data.
7. Ability to summarize.

7Materials Used: The eighth-grade history text
was used as the m i n  study guide in the experiment, and 
it was supplemented by the following for better clarifi
cation and remedial reading lessons:

t. VannestV Charles G. and feaftE, 'Henry 1. on. oI^T
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1. A series of
Parents* Magazine Press,

2, A group of simplified readings in United States History 
by (a) Booby, Hanna, and McClure, and (b) Eppse and 
Foster,

3* A Course of Study for the United States Constitution; 
Origln-Clarlfication-Dovolopment , by Wesley D,

: Kelley.
4, A series of . remedial lessons by Toakam, Bagloy, and 

Knov/lton,
Free Heading: The pupils vmre encouraged to do as

mush free reading as possible. This was done during their
study period while the good readers were having class, %

%

provided they were through with their regular assignment. 
Frequently the pupils read books or magazines either brought 
from homo or obtained frpm tho school library. Tho only 
record kept of such reading was the title, location, and 
date the selection was read.

Results
It is significant that tho application of bettor

8. Boobybaiilel J,; Joyce, Manna li;; and HcOlure, O.Hi
Our Developing Civilization. Social Studies of

9, Eppse * Merle R* and Foster, A,P, An Elementary His-
10* Yoakum^ oerald A.; Bagley, William 0.; and Knovilton, 

Phillip A. Reading to Learn. Book Tim*



reading habits and skills played a predominating part in 
tho progress zaado by the experimental group* By compari
son of the scores made by both groups on the preliminary 
history test with the scores of both groups on the final 
history test* a fair knowledge of the success achieved 
may be obtained* . . -

Table IV shows that the mean of tho first test for 
tho experimental group m s  32*23, while on tho final test 
the mean was 51*92* This. was an actual gain of 19*69 
points* The standard deviation for this group on tb® 
first test was 4*0/>, while that for the final test was 
4.10.

Table V abowa that tho mean score of the first his
tory teat for the good readers was 57*11, and on the final 
test the mean score was 62*00. This was an actual gain 
of 4*89. The standard deviation of the first test for 
this group was 3*07, while for the final test it was 2.58.

The difference in the mean gain of 19.69 and 4.89 
is 14.80 peinta. In favor of the experimental group.

Ho estimations,of reliability have been attempted in 
this experiment ainc^ there was no pairing of the groups 
and the number in the group was too limited to warrant . 
statistical treatment. It is significant, however, that 
the experlmntal group mado four times as many gain points 
as did the reading group.
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TABLE XT
COMPARISON OF SCORES MADE BY THE EXPERXHE! 

CR O W  OH FIRST AND FINAL HISTORY TESTS

Pupil
First Final
Tost Test Gaia

Ball, Robbia 
Crittle, Vivian 
Green,. Margaret 
Hodge, Clementine 
Hill, Quinzy 
Huff, Mary 
Kendricks, Charles 
Martin, IZary Helen 
Mathis, Doris 
Reed, Martin Tuablln, Dorothy 
Warrior, Harry 
Williams, Ora lee
Mean . .
Standard Deviation 
Actual Difference

45 8 i
30

8
47

20

s ;U 11 s
* 55 21
31 48 17

6 i: 22
17

*
32.23

51
51.92

19

4.04 4.10
19*69
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OP SCORES MADE 3T TEE GOOD READERS 

ON FIRST Aim FINAL HISTORY TESTS

First Final
Pupil Tost Test Gain

Alexander, Henry 
Barrett, Jean

48 li 6
53 8

Bolden, Eva %ae 
Boyd, Yerlyn^

49 52 3
71 72 1

Chappie, Edmond , 
Kelley, Thomas % 6
Robinson, Mary

ll
65 7

Williams, Bessie m e 68
Williams, ISahalia 70 69
Mean J7.ix 62.00
Standard Deviation 3.07 2.58
Aotual Difference 4.89



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS MID RECOLE.^HDATIOnS

The vzriter set forth upon this experiment with the 
hypothesis that pupils of the eighth grade in Dunbar 
Junior High School could understand history better pro
vided they could read better and had textbooks with nore 
appropriate content, To determine the outcome of this 
hypothesis, an experiment was carried on for a period of 
twelve weeks* Standardised and teacher-constructed tests 
were given to determine who were poor readers and who were 
good readers. After grouping the pupils into poor and 
good readers, methods and procedures of leaders in the 
field of education were used in carrying out the remedial 
work. A final history test was given, the scores of which 
were compared with the scores of the first history test 
to obtain the results of the experiment.

The data presented in this study indicate that 
pupils, although immature and possessed of a poor mental 
background, normally can understand and enjoy history pro
vided;

1. They understand better the fundamental habits and 
skills of reading.



2. The history content is not beyond their years, and is 
Interestingly and attractively written.

3* The subject 1# presented in such a v/ay as to arouse 
interest*.

However, no miracle was performed in this experiment 
end, from a statistical point of view, there is very lit
tle to be proud of. Even though quite a stride was made 
in scores between the first and final tests, the scores 
still show that the pupils were far from being excellent 
history students* '

Such results, although possibly significant, are 
relatively uninportsst as compared with the greater Job 
of creating different attitudes. They reflect chiefly 
the child’s accuracy, modified by guessing and chance, in 
understanding isolated historical words, sentences, and 
paragraphs; but they do hot measure one’s change of out
look* During twelve weeks’ time the attitudes of these
children about school changed remarkably. They acquired

■. ■ " . ■ ■ ■

tendencies to question, criticize, and evaluate. In the
weeks that followed, they developed ability to better 
organize content into comprehensive thought patterns, and 
there was a much greater desire for study*

That growth had taken place was shown by the pupils’ 
taking more interest in reading pertaining to history, 
in historical projects, in reports. In their tests each
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six weeks following the experiment their scores and the 
average were comparable with those made on the test at 
the ©lose of the experiment.

Advantage of the Period of 
Individual Consultation

The greatest advantage in carrying out the remedial 
♦instruction was the opportunity the writer had to give 
individual help and instruction to members of the re
tarded group* This opportunity presented itself during 
the writer's "free period*" a period allotted to all 
junior high-sehool teachers in Tucson for organisation of 
subject matter or plans, and so forth. Through the co
operation of the principal and the physical education 
teachers, it was possible to contact pupils individually. 
Since my "free period" came at the same time as did the 
physical education period for both boys and girls, the 
physical education teachers were kind enough to let the 
writer have pupils part of their period. : Physical educa
tion, of course, is not a subject-matter course;, there
fore, the time taken away from these classes by the pupils 
did not interfere greatly. Had there not been more time 
than that allotted to each group in the regular morning 
period, the writer doubts If the program would have suc
ceeded.
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' Advantage of the Materials of Instruction 
The remedial and supplementary materials used in 

this study involved chiefly reading pertaining to his
tory* Since one of the objectives of this study was to 
determine the effect of better reading ability upon the 
learning of history, for history’s sake, it seemed to be 
the logical procedure to have most of the remedial work 
done front readings in this field. . Moreover* the writer 
knows of no standard work at present which is specifical
ly designed to fit the nature of this study. However, 
the materials compiled here are by leaders in the field 
of education, and could very well be organized into 
standard tests for junior high-school pupils*

Many of our educators aro getting away from the idea 
that transfer of training is as effective as was formerly 
the belief* Indeed,* one must learn to read so he may 
understand; hut to have the ability to read and under
stand a story In literature, for example, is no assurance 
that one will have the ability to read and understand 
historical events* Kelley brings out this same thought 

by saying: , .v ; ' " - ■-
Heoearch shows that there is no general 

silent reading ability, but that one who reads 
on® kind of material well may read another 

. kind poorly and the ability to read well de
pends upon the nature of the passage read*In as much as the studies of specifio.reading requirements for history, mathematics, science.



and literature show the need of a variety <*f 
skills and abilities too diverse to be man
aged in the general course in reading, it will 
be necessary for the entire high school faculty 
to be aware of the problem and work toward its 
solution.*
If such statements are applicable to high-school 

students thoy are equally, if not more, applicable to 
junior high-school studentsj and they substantiate fur
ther the procedure of the present study.

From the findings in this study it seems that young 
retarded children need to be approached through still 
more elementary channels than ordinarily are needed in the 
teaching of history in their particular grade. There must 
be a process of leading them from the simple to the com
plex. Once they are interested, they will strive to 
overcome each succeeding harder task. But obstacles must 
be cleared away for them along the way— obstacles such as 
the lack of understanding of the fundamental reading 
processes; obstacles such as words that are too difficult 
for them to assimilate easily and add to their vocabu
laries j, obstacles such as content so written as to have 

:v- ' r  " \  • -■ ■■
little or no attraction for such immature pupils.

The pinnacle of perfection is seldom, if ever* 
reached. In practically every endeavor it takes years of

1, ir©iley, Victor H, "beading as a Problem for the HigK
19371^*" — GlearlnS Hou9e; 11=487-489, (April,
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hard work to cozno even near to perfection. Such is the 
case in the present study, 25uch would have to he done to 
bring this group up to a sustained normal standard.
These young people have just begun a treatment that should 
be carried ©a with them for many months. They are yet 
far from being efficient students ofc history.

Recommendations
This study soems to indicate that remedial reading 

instruction in materials directly related to the subject 
in which pupils are deficient docs promote understand
ing, provided the materials of instruction are of such 
elementary nature as to arouse Interest, In view of this 
conclusion, the following suggestions are made;
1, Pupils who are seriously deficient in reading should

have individual remedial instruction, privately if 
possible,

2, Special instruction in the study of each content sub
ject should be given to those pupils who are below 
the standard of their particular grado*

3, Remedial reading and those things peculiar to any one
content subject should bo tied together in the re
medial instruction*

4, In whatever subject the remedial instruction is car-
rled on, special emphasis should be put on vocabu
lary study of unfamiliar words.



5. To further help eliminate failures* subject matter
should be adapted to the ability of the pupil, if 
the situation necessitates such a procedure.
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FIRST HISTORY TEST - 
Date ■ • ________

Name • • ■ Grade
Sohool ______ _ Teacher

. ' / PART I
Directions: Read each of the following statements care-

fully;then in the margin opposite each statement 
write the number of the word or words you think make 
the statement correct.

1* Abraham Lincoln was horn in (1) Ohio, (2) Ken
tucky, (3) iSaine •»*

2. Jefferson Davis was horn in (1) Kentucky,
(2) Texas, (3) Alabama

3^ The Lincolns moved to tho state of (1) Vermont,
(2) Oregon, (3) Illinois •#**

4. The Davis family moved (East, (2) West,
(3) South »,*

5. Lincoln was elected to Congress for (1) one term,
(2) two terns, (3) three terms ...

6. The Civil War was fought to (1) save the
Union, (2) Free the slaves, (3) please the Horth ...

7. The battle of Gettysburg lasted (1) one day,
(2) tvro days, (3) three days .*»

8. In December Sherman captured (1) Atlanta,
(2) Sawmah, (3) Charleston ...

9. The Civil War was over with Johnston's surrender
at (1) Columbia, Korth.Carolina, (2) Riohaond, 
Virginia, (3) Raleigh, Korth Carolina ...

10. With the collapse of the Confederacy, Jefferson 
Davis escaped to (1) Georgia, (2) Alabama,
(3) Indiana
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11. President Lincoln was assassinated by (1) Robert
B. Lee, (2) John Wilkes Booth, (3) James Seward ...

12. During the war the people of what section of the 
W M t r y  suffered very little? (1) western,
(2) southern, (3) northern ...

13* How much gold was In thus Smith during the war?
(1) much, (2) little, (3) no gold ...

14* Before the war was over, the paper money of the 
Confederacy became (1) very valuable, (2) 
valuable, (3) almost worthless ...

15. How much iron was available in the South during
the war? (1) much, (2) little, (3) no iron ...

16. In the South leather was (1) plentiful,
(2) scarce, (3) not to be found ...

17* After the war, the northern soldier found M s  
eountry (1) prosperous, (2) fairly prosperous,
(3) ruined ...

18. Who said the Southern states, had never seceded 
from the Union and were still in the Union?
(1) Andrew Johnson, (2) Abraham Lincoln,
(3) Jefferson Davis ...

PARS H
* «' - ■" ■ ■

Directions s Read each question oerefulljr; then in the 
margin opposite each question writ® YES or HO as your

, answer.
1. Did Lincoln think the South was represented in
. Congress at the close of the Civil War? ______

2. Would the Negroes, as a rule, work for their old
, masters after the war was over? _____

3. Could the Southern planters get European whito
laborers? _

4* Was the Congressional plan of reconstruction 
different from those of Lincoln and Johnson?

5* Is it true that Johnson could not handle men as 
well as Lincoln?



7> was the Freeteen^ Bureau Bill passed for the 
purpose of helpihg Southern whites?

8« Was the Congressional election of 1866 in 
Johnsonfs favor?

9. Did Congress take away some of Johnson's Power?
10. Was the House of Representatives successful 

in their impeachment charges against Johnson?
. - : .. - '■

11. Did President Johnson commit any of the crimes 
for which he was accused by Congress?

12. Did the Supreme Court consider the Civil Rights 
Act to be unconstitutional?

PART I H
Directions: Some of the following statements are true and

. some are false. Opposite those you think are true, 
write the letter T, Opposite those you think are 
false, write the Tetter F.

1. We make more iron and steel goods than any other 
kind.

2. Our greatest manufacturing centers are found in
... th@ Wmfemm states.
3* Chicago is the greatest money center in the

world. ; - ___-
4* Our imported wool comes mostly from European 
, nations. . ■ ' '  ' '

5* Our wool manufactories are found in Eastern.cities. ■ , : ■ • ■ • ■ ' __
6m Hew York City leads in the manufacture of farm 
, , implements * '

7. As more men moved to the cities, wages increased.
8. The American Federation of Labor has membership 

of over three million.
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9* The first demand of labor unions was for an 
eight-hour day.

10* New Hampshire was the first state to pass the 
ten-hour law*

part nr
Directions: Below on tho left are twenty-one incomplete

statements, and on the right are the items connected 
with these incomplete statements. Choose the alphabet 
in front of each Item which you think should match or 
make the statement complete, then write it by the 
number of the incomplete statement.
. 1* Helped the freediaen secure control a* Robert E*

of the government of the Southern Lee 
states.

• be Dlysses S*
___ 2. Its object was to wrest the Grant

government of the Southern states
from tho Negro. c. 1862 . .

____ 3* The right, to vote granted only to &• lames watt
those who paid it.

Q. KlU Kluz,
_ _  4* Claimed the honor of having saved Elan 

the Uhlon*
f * John D.

___ 5. Practiced corruption dwlng the war* Rockefeller
_____ 6, Commander of the Union forces* . g. Elias Howe.

. 7« A radical northern loader. h. Republicans
___. 8, A brilliant campaign in the 1* Poll tax

Shenandoah Talley. , .
, j. Carpetbag-

__ 9* He marched to the sea, gers
_____ 10. Commander of the Confederate k* General

forces. Sherman ,
11* Provided that slaves working 1* Eli Whitney

for the Confederate Government . 
should, if captured, be set m* Profiteers
free* .
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^  12• The year Abraham Lincoln was n. Thaddeus 
torn# Stephens

__ 13. The year of the Enansipation o« 1809 
ProelaimtioB,

P» Oharles
14, The year the Freedmea*s Bureau Goodyear

Bill was passed,
q. Stonewall ‘

15, The year the battle between Jackson
w  the Monitor and the Merrime "

.twk piaw, - r. 1865
16, Was a champion of cheap steel, s. The Confisoa-

' , ‘ • * tioh Act
• 17, Founder of the Standard Oil

Oompanyy t* 1863
' 18. Invented the cotton f;in, u, Andrew Carnegie
19* Invented the steam origino.
20, Received a patent on vulcaniz

ing rubber.
» 21. Invented the ae»l% machine. v ; J

PART V
Direction#: The following paragraphs were taken from the1

history unit you have Just completed stMytBg, Fill 
in the blanks with the emrreot words from the list
below each paragraph. After completing the blanks, 
read the selection over quickly and choose the best 
title for each paragraph from the titles following each 
selection.
’ first Paragraph, The Oiril lar brought ‘ on a

between capital and labor. It hastened t h o ________ of
capital. The government needed goods produced on a large 
scale, so Industries combined to be able to do
this. Soon these firms or combines became powerful.
Price of arose much faster than the rate of wages
for the employees. To - . this power of capitalistic 
control, the working men organized themselves Into unions. 
Before th© ©lose of the war, all the problems that now 
exist between capital and labor had arisen.
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; / '' ' '

commodities Prices and Wages
combat - ,  ̂ •
oonfllet Gapitaland Labor
consolidation
competing Freedom and Industry

Second_______Paragraph, Iron, although cheap on account
of its .is the most useful of all our metals.
Iron isor such vast importance in our life today that 
one of our great makes more iron and steel each
year than all the nations of the xvdrld used in any year 
before 1880* Iron • making chains, anchors, nails,
and pig irbn v/ero set up early in colonial days, but steel 
is no older than the grandfathers of the pupils who read 
this book* In 1890 our country considered the manufac
ture of steel an industry belonging almost ■ . to
Great Britain* But in a few years1 time the United states 

. Great Britain in the production of steel.
. ■ Words'

foundries
surpassed
corporations
abundance
exclusively

Production of Steel in the United States
Great Britain and the Production of 

Steel
Iron and Its Uses in the United States

154189
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LIST OF ONE HmiBRBB DIFFICULT WORDS SELECTED FROM THE HISTORY UNIT TOR VOCABULARY STUDY

1. collapse 
2# aupplementary
3. unanimous
4. null
5. void
6. commodities
7. available 
8« interpret
9. prosperous

10. conflict
11. monopoly
12. inpoaoh
13. ecaabat
14. alliances
15. implements
16. consolidate
17. fraternity
18. wrest
19. commission
20. hostility 
21* corruption

22. fugitive
23. radical
24. procedure
25. confiscate
26. capitalist
27. temperament
28. competing
29. insurrection
30. foundry
31. surpassed
32. assemble
33. corporation 
34* abundance
35. domain
36. exclusively
37. relinquish
38. colleague
39. abundance 
40* indulgence
41. lament
42. proainent



43. resistance
44. infallibility
45. manifest
46. eorSial 
47* meditate
48. momentous '
49. amendment
50. deliberations
51. ratify
52# lesislaturo
53. In&ngmate '
54. tariff 
55* ordinance
56. entanglement‘
57. exeentive
58. smnmyw
59. rebellion
60. intrigue
61. deliberate

62* oomproBd.ee
63. supreme
64. absolute 
65*'repugnant
66. monopoly
67. tempest
68* interpretation
69. cycle
70. ushered 
71* sovereignty 
72. commercial 
73* neutrality 
74* transition 
75* residuary 
76* constantly 
77. function 
78* unflinching 
79* supremacy 
80* adopted 
81. wrath

82* critical 
83* affairs 
84. security 
85* opposition
86. quorum •
87. rigid
88. document
89. dignity 
90* aanuserlpt 
91. gratitude 
92* negotiate.

93. regulate
94. utilise
95. lament
96. magistrate
97. proportion
98. assured 
99* adjourn
100. momentum.
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Study Guide for Chapter ITT of Yanneat & Smith, 
Socialized History of the United States. 

covering pages 143-157

How Our National Government Was Organized

Minimum Essentials
1$ The New nation Plans Its Government

Need of a strong central government 
Articles of Confederation 
Thirteen separate colonies 
The Continental Congress 
A weak plan of government

The New Government
Strengthening the government Land expansion
Ordinance of 178? and slavery 
Plane of the new government 
The Infant republic

!• The New Nation Plans Its Government

pp* 1#W.94* 
ip. 79-82. 
sue

Reading Helps
Yoakum, Bagley, and Knov/lton. "How to Attack a Hew Word,*
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FETAL KISSOST TEST 
Date _ _ _ _ _

Name _________________ ' %ra&# __
Sehool ___________ . feaehey

PART X
Directions: Read each of the following: statements care-

fully; then in the margin opposite each statement, 
write the number of the word or words you think make 
the statement correct.

1. In the Albany Congress of 1754 a plan* of union 
xms dravm up by (1) Patrick Henry, (2) Benjamin 
Franklin, (3) George Washington ...

21 The Constitutional Convention was held in
(1) Philadelphia, (2) Hew York City, (3) Detroit ...

3. (1) Henry Clay, (2) James Madison, (3) George
Washington presided over the convention ...

4. The people who opposed the Constitution were
called (1) Federalists, (2) Whigs, (3) Anti- 
Federalists ...

5; The first state to ratify the Constitution was
(1) Georgia, (2) Delaware, (3) % l o  ...

6. The Constitution provides for (1) two,
(2) three, (3) four distinct branches of
government ...

7. Members of the House of Representatives are 
elected by the people (1) every year, (2) every
two years, (3) every four years ...

8. To be a representative a person must be at least 
(1) twenty-five, (2) thirty, (3) thirty-five 
years of age

9* (1) The House of Representatives, (2) The 
Senate, (3) The supreme Court shall have the 
sole power of impeachment $ + #
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10. The Vice-President is the (1) Speaker of the 
House, (2) President of the Senate, (3) Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court

11. Congress shall assemble at least (1) once,
(2) twice, (3) three times a year

12. The President is elected for a term of (1) two, 
(2) four, (3) six years

“ • 81The President, (2)
The Secretary of Havy is 

of the army and navy
The Secretary of T7ar

#*#
14. With the consent of (1) the House, (2) the

Senate, (3) the Supreme Court the President can 
make treaties

15. A treaty is (1) made by the United States Senate,
(2) ratified by the United States Senate,
(3) passed by the Courts

16. In New York (1) Alexander Hamilton, (2) George 
Mason, (3) Robert Morris led the fight for 
ratification of tho Constitution

17. Neither House shall, without the consent of the 
other, adjourn for more than (1) three, (2) four*
(3) five days ...

18. Upon the death of the President (1) the Secretary
of State, (2) tho Vice-President, (3) the Secre
tary of V/ar becomes President ...

PART II
Directions: Read each question carefully; then in the

margin opposite eaah question, write YES or MO as your 
answer.

1* Had the colonists had any practical lessons in 
constitution making before forming our present 
Constitution? ____

2. Did Thomas Jefferson lead a rebellion in
Massachusetts? ___
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3* Did the War of Independence make us a free 
nation?

4. Dbd#? the Artieles of Confederation, did our government have any imy of enforcing Its lane?
5* Was the Stamp Act ever really enforced?
6i Do all bills for raising revenue originate in 

the House of Representative*?
7* la there a tax put on exports by Congress?
8« Doe* the Constitution provide for a trial by 

jury?
9. Are federal judges appointed by the President?
10* Dee* Congress have the power to punish for 

treason?
11* Did Englishmen come to America seeking self- government?
12. Are senators and representatives chosen by

state legislatures?. ‘ '

‘ ■ ■' PART in ' : . . '
Directions: Some of the following statements are true and

some are false. In the margin opposite those you think 
are true, write the letter T; opposite those you think 
are false, write the letter^*

1. The l?th of December is Constitution Day* ____
2. A bill cannot become a law if the President

vetoes it. _____
3. The President has the power to call a special

session of Congress* _____
4# Copyrights and patents protect inventors and

writers* . .. ' .
5*. The first ten amendments to the Constitution are 

known as the Bill of Rights* __ _
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6* Each state m y  have a representative for every 
forty thousand, people*

8. All trials must he by jury.
9. ; Congress has the power to admit new states to

the Union.
10. A foreign-horn person may he elected President 

of the United States#

statements, and on the right are the items connected 
with these incomplete statements. Choose the alphabet 
In front of each Item which you think should match or 
make the statement complete, then write it hy the 
number of the incomplete statement.

1, The year the Constitutional a. Benjamin Franklin 
Convention mot in Philadelphia.

b. Thomas Jefferson
2, One® owned the port of

lew Orleans. o. The Declaration

7, The Constitution is the supreme law of the land.

PART 17

3#. Went to Paris to persuade 
Napoleon to sell.the Louisi
ana Territory*

of Independence 
d. Congressional

W  Gave the Indians guns with 
which to fight the colonists.

Record
e. 1789
f. Rhode Island

5. Is Icnown as the "Father of the
Constitution# * g. The judicial

department
6. Drovr up a plan of union at the 

Albany Congress. h. Pennsylvania and 
Cozmeetieut

7« Were too X7eak to enforce lav/.
i. 17878. Was concerned about the wel

fare of the common people.
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9* A tax on Imported goods. j, James Monroe
10. K n o w a a  .the "cornerstone0 1c. Janes Madison 

. of American freedom*
l. Articles of Confed-

11. That body which has tlio oration
power to make laws. .

m. 175k
12* The minute* of the proceed

ings ofGongress. n. The Legislature
13* Owt first self-government o. The House of 

in 1619* Burgesses
14* The year.George Washington p. 1812 

: was inaugurated President.
 ̂ Kentucky and

15* Was accused of treason Tennessee
against the Wited States, :

r, Aaron Burr
16. The state that pass^ laws'..

forcing creditors to accept s. France 
paper money for debts duo 

y th**- t, tariff
17. The states that talked u. Great Britain
. ■ opmly for secession, -

18. Has a check upon both tho 
legislative and executive 
departments.

19. The year in which the Albany . 
Congress met,

20. The states that went to war 
because of commercial rivalry.

21. year of the vjar with Great 
Britain for commercial independence.

PART V
Directions: The following paragraphs were taken from the

history unit you have just completed studying. Fill 
in the blanks with the correct words from the.list be
low each paragraph. After completing the blanks, read 
the selection over quickly and choose the best title 
for each paragraph from the titles following each 
selection.
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First Paragraph. We know a few stories of how 
Washington would break out in a • ' of laughter, and
vie also know how he could be f illed with anger and 
Washington was very fond of outdoor exercises, and 
especially horseback riding. He liked society and danc
ing and xras always pleased to be in the presence of ladies. 
Washington was not particularly fond of books. He was a 

■ and vms especially interested in agriculture*
Above all, he vias a man o f _____  honesty, of -
eourage, and of sound, judgment.

Words _ Titles
surveyor Washington as a Surveyor
deliberate
absolute Characteristics of Washingtonunflinching
tempest The Books Washington Liked
wrath

Second Paragraph. The period from the beginning of 
our government in' I7S9 to the close of the Second War of 
3Mepead@noe in 1814 is called the ____ _____ ______ period.During this time the American people had been engaged 
almost ' in foreign ' There xras troublewith England, x?lth France, with Spain, and with the Indians, There was also the second war with England. Al* 
though viq had tried to stay out of European .
xra could not. How with independence guaranteed,the Americana turned their attention to affairs at home.
All were glad the war was over. Party lines ceased to 
exist. The period from the close of the war to about 1830 
is known In history as the formative period. This was 
____________ in by the Era of Good Feeling. Owing this period
and the years following, people began.to aid one another 
and help society as a whole by fighting against evil in 
various forms, and religion took on a deeper meaning.

Words'
entanglement
ushered
commercial
transition
constantly
affairs

Titles
America and Foreign Affairs 
Death of the Federalist Party 
The Era of Good Feeling
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